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Horace Barlow is retired Royal Society 
Research Professor of Physiology 
at the University of Cambridge, 
and Fellow of the Royal Society. He 
graduated in Medicine at Cambridge 
in 1947 and stayed there doing 
research in vision until 1964. He then 
moved to the University of California 
at Berkeley, staying there until 1973 
when he returned to Cambridge. His 
main interest has always been in vision, 
nowadays especially the part played by 
the cerebral cortex.
Why did you choose to study 
medicine? I left school just as World 
War II was starting and thought I ought 
to train for something more useful than 
pure research. 
What turned you on to 
neuroscience? To begin with I was 
keenest on Physics and Mathematics, 
but I happened to be at school with 
Freeman Dyson, James Lighthill, and 
Christopher Longuet-Higgins.  
I recognised my second-rate status, 
and thought it wise to develop an 
interest in Biology. Within biology, 
the brain seemed likely to hold the 
biggest store of unsolved, but soluble, 
mysteries, and the eye seemed the 
best route to enter this storehouse of 
fascinating problems. [NB: Freeman 
Dyson later made seminal contributions 
to quantum mechanics and solid-state 
physics, Sir Michael James Lighthill 
to Aeroacoustics, and Christopher 
Longuet-Higgins to both theoretical 
chemistry and cognitive science. DB]. 
Can you name any particular 
scientific paper that influenced 
you most? Alan Hodgkin’s first major 
paper — Evidence for electrical 
transmission in nerve. J. Physiol. 90, 
183–232 (1937) —  was a revelation 
to me. He demonstrated how nerve 
impulses propagate through the 
local electric current from an active 
depolarised region. Clear thinking 
about a well-defined hypothesis, with 
a succession of decisive experiments, 
opened my eyes to how the physical 
basis of action potentials could be 
understood. You won’t know what a 
Q & A really good physiological paper is until you have read it! 
In vision, it was Hecht, Shlaer and 
Pirenne’s paper — Energy, quanta and 
vision. J. Gen. Physiol. 25, 819–840 
(1942) —  on the absolute threshold of 
vision that converted me to a statistical 
viewpoint on sensation and perception, 
and Hartline’s papers on the frog’s  
retina — for example, The response of  
single optic nerve fibres of the vertebrate 
eye to illumination of the retina. Am. J. 
Physiol. 121, 400–415 (1938) — pointed 
to the way into the brain.
Who are your scientific heroes? 
Hodgkin, Hecht, and Hartline I’ve 
mentioned. William Rushton was 
wonderful in discussing problems, but 
we tended to see the snags in each 
others’ suggested experiments, so we 
did not get much done together. As 
for ‘best brain’ and ‘highest marks in 
everything’, no one could beat Andrew 
Huxley. And for ‘good management 
without bureaucracy’, and ‘incisive, 
but economical, guidance’, I was 
extraordinarily fortunate to have E.D. 
(later Lord) Adrian as my supervisor.
What was your biggest thrill in 
science? The first was when I took 
the results home from what I thought 
had been a failed experiment testing 
whether complete summation occurs 
over the receptive field of a frog’s 
retinal ganglion cell. As I was doing the 
experiment, the results appeared to 
be a prime example of Hodgkin’s first 
rule: “An experiment does not prove 
or disprove your hypothesis — it gives 
the most inconclusive possible result, 
usually one you had not thought of”.
The results of my experiment were in 
the form of a succession of thresholds 
for spots of light of increasing diameter, 
and the result I was looking for was a 
succession of decreasing thresholds 
that should have been inversely 
proportional to the area of the spot. The 
actual results decreased all right, but 
not as fast as they should have done. 
Furthermore when the spots reached 
the edge of the receptive field, instead 
of the thresholds levelling off, as the 
test spots spread onto retina outside 
the receptive field, they started rising. 
I looked gloomily at the declining part 
of the curve with the wrong slope, 
looking for possible explanations. 
Was the retina slowly deteriorating, or 
drying up? Could the spots have had 
very uneven illumination? Any other 
excuses? Then the rising part of the curve 
with large spots caught my eye, and 
I said to myself “That means nothing 
because the edge of the spot has quite 
likely spread right off the retina”. Then 
the penny dropped. The results did 
not show zero effect from including 
the extra annulus that converts a fairly 
large spot into a still larger one — they 
showed an increase in the threshold, 
so must have had an inhibitory effect. 
The experiment had neither helped 
nor hindered my fancy quantitative 
hypothesis, but this hypothesis had 
prompted an experiment that led to 
a new discovery. As William Rushton 
might have said “A hypothesis in 
science is like logic in an argument;  
it looks good, but it rarely helps  
you to win.”
What was your biggest mistake? I 
know I have missed some discoveries, 
and in one instance I know what I 
missed and why I missed it. Having 
read some early literature on the 
head-following movements of frogs 
when placed at the centre of a cylinder 
that was rotated around them, I knew 
that they have very unequal following 
responses to motion from back to 
front and from front to back. At that 
point I was very interested in showing 
that many features of vision are 
determined by peripheral rather than 
central properties of the visual system, 
so I thought it would be worth seeing 
if retinal ganglion cells responded 
unequally to forward and backward 
motion through the receptive fields of 
their retinal ganglion cells. 
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“No man is an island, entire of itself” 
wrote John Donne. Going further, 
Steven Frank [1] recently pointed 
out that “all of life is social”. In the 
current climate of integrated, systems 
approaches to biology we are acutely 
aware that organisms interact socially 
with each other, and also with other 
species. The signals and cues that 
effect those interactions are commonly 
lumped together under the label 
communication, although the preferred 
semantics of this field change almost 
annually. Traditionally, the many 
disparate strands of communication 
research have struggled to meet, but 
we are now seeing the early stages of 
a synthesis. Evolutionary approaches 
to analysing communication systems 
are now commonplace in the study of 
all organisms from bacteria to plants 
and animals. Capturing the full breadth 
of communication research is the 
ambitious goal of this book, written by 
a large cast of authors and edited by 
d’Ettore and Hughes. This is no easy 
task and the current lack of cohesion 
between areas is evident, although 
encouragingly future points of contact 
that should lead to a synthesis are 
clearly signposted. 
This book has 16 chapters covering 
empirical research into model social 
species, alongside theoretical 
discussions of concepts and tools 
that might aid a fuller exposition of 
the evolution of communication. 
The brevity of each chapter helps 
give readers a quick flavour of many 
topics of interest and in my view fulfils 
the editors’ goal of eliciting a cross-
fertilisation of ideas among traditionally 
separate disciplines. There are thus 
many starting points for novel enquiry. 
Book reviewI did a few pilot experiments on isolated retinae, keeping careful note 
of where anterior and posterior were in 
the isolated retinal preparation. Having 
found a ganglion cell that gave good 
responses to motion, I made qualitative 
comparisons between responses 
to motion in opposite directions. 
Somewhat to my surprise I found that 
there often was a marked difference, so 
I eagerly looked to see which direction 
corresponded to anterior motion in 
the real world. What I found was “No 
consistent relation”. Worse still, the 
axes of motion that showed the greatest 
asymmetry of response seemed to 
vary all over the shop — it was not 
consistently the anterior– posterior axis. 
Discouraged that my hypothesis had 
failed, I gave up these pilot experiments 
and shortly afterwards left Cambridge 
for a year to work as a post-doc in 
Steve Kuffler’s lab in Baltimore. One 
of the many delights of that visit was 
getting to know Keffer Hartline, who 
had inspired my entry into visual 
neurophysiology, and he quite often 
invited me to picnic lunches on Sundays 
at his home in the Maryland countryside 
near Baltimore. On one occasion he told 
me a bit about Jerry Letvin’s not- yet-
published experiments on frogs, and 
said, with marked incredulity, that Jerry 
claimed that many ganglion cells gave 
asymmetric responses to motion in 
two opposite directions: “Had I ever 
seen anything like that?”, he asked. Of 
course I had to say that, well, yes, I had, 
and it was only at that moment that I 
realised what an important observation 
it was to have made. 
I think I know how my own 
theoretical preconceptions led me to 
make a fool of myself in this instance. 
Because I was preoccupied by my own 
hypothesis about whether the direction 
of motion was determined in the 
retina or more centrally, I had failed to 
appreciate the importance of observing 
directional selectivity itself (as we now 
call it) and reporting the evidence. 
I also had a theoretical disposition, 
shared I think with Jerry Letvin, that 
led both of us to be unsurprised by 
the retina doing something clever, like 
determining the direction of motion; 
this contributed to my total neglect of 
the phenomenon and to him reporting 
it, but without adequate experimental 
evidence proving that it actually 
occurred. I don’t think Hartline shared 
our view that the complex structures 
Cajal had revealed in the retina 
might get up to all sorts of non-linear tricks, and perhaps this saved him 
from anything worse than unjustified 
scepticism about the phenomenon. 
All this makes one realise that 
theories can blind as well as illuminate, 
and it’s obviously the reason why so 
many biologists believe that theory 
should be stamped out, or totally 
ignored if it cannot be eliminated. 
But that’s the wrong conclusion: my 
mistake was to have ignored all theory 
except my own rather trivial one, so 
we need more attention to theory, not 
less. There’s also the minor problem 
that, at least for me, I could never get 
around to making an observation or 
doing an experiment without ideas  
to test.
Do you have any regrets? Yes: I wish 
I had been less intimidated by the 
quite exceptional trio of physical and 
mathematical aces among my peers 
at school, and that I had learned a few 
more of their skills before I switched to 
biology.
What have been the major changes 
in science — for better or worse — 
since you started your career? 
There’s more financial support for 
science, and more science is being 
done. But competition for these 
resources has increased much faster, 
and I think we are a more harassed, 
less contented, and in a genuine 
sense less balanced and creative 
group than we used to be. We strive 
to get unimportant, unreliable trivia 
past the referees and have lost the 
sense that getting the right answer is 
a holy obligation. But perhaps this is 
just me getting old. Often I still come 
across work that fills me with genuine, 
intense, admiration, and it may be 
an illusion that when I was young 
there was more good work being 
done, and that it was accompanied 
by less inflated publicity. After all I 
was extraordinarily fortunate and 
privileged to have grown up as a 
biologist in Cambridge around 1954.
What do you think are the 
major unanswered questions in 
understanding the brain? Ask me 
next week, when I’ve figured it out. 
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